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You can read this book several times this month. Each time you read though; you’ll choose different language 
concepts to pay attention to. Here’s a sequence you can use:

Day One- Picture Walk: Look through the book with  your student.  Don’t read it quite yet! Look at the cover, 
”What do you think this book is about?” Look through the pictures.  You might use some of the partner prompts 
to give you ideas of what to talk about.

Day Two- First Reading: Read the book. Point to the words as you are reading. Don’t worry too much about the 
partner prompts on this reading. Just focus on the pictures and words. Encourage the student to comment!

Day Three- Reading for Meaning: This reading is where we dig into the concepts in the story. Pay attention to 
the different concept words- clothing items and describing words (colors, ”all” and “some.”) Find these words in 
the student’s communication book/board/device (AAC/BBD). There is usually a category for “clothing,” “colors,” 
and “describing.” Look for a ”word list,” “Things or Groups” page to find these categories.

Day Four- Alphabet and Phonological Awareness: Help your student notice the words in the story. What letters 
do they start with? Are they long or short words? Let’s make a list of all the clothing words we find. Make word 
cards to place on your word wall.

Day Five- Write About It: Help your student create a simple core word poem about clothing.  “I put on __.” “I put 
on ___.” “I put on ___, but I do NOT put on___.”

Reading Reminders & Talking Tips!



I get dressed in the morning. 
I wear my underwear, a shirt and pants 
all the time.

Partner Prompt:  Talk about the different clothing you own.  If you are using an AAC book/board/device BBD, find the clothing category.



In the morning, I put 
on underwear.

Partner Prompt:  Start modeling (pointing to symbols while talking) the words “I put on” on the student’s communication AAC/BBD.



In the morning, I put on a shirt.

Partner Prompt: Point out each word on the page as you are reading. Give your student plenty of visuals (words/symbols) to help them learn their new words!



In the morning, I put on pants.

Partner Prompt: Point out symbols for “pants” on the student’s communication AAC/BBD.



I can put on my clothes all by myself.

Partner Prompt: There’s one of our new core words on this page! Point out the word “all” on this page.  Point out “all” on the communication AAC/BBD.



Some days I go out. I put on socks and shoes.
I have different shoes.

Partner Prompt: Here’s another new core word, “some.”  Help your student find the symbol for “some” on their communication system.



Some days I put on sneakers.

Partner Prompt:  “What kind of shoes do you have on today? What color, what type?”



Some days I put on dressy shoes.

Partner Prompt: Let’s repeat that new core word, “some.”  Help your student find the symbol for “some” on their communication system.



Some days I put on boots.

Partner Prompt: Help your student find the symbol for different types of shoes on their communication system.



I look out the window to see if it is cold. 
When it gets cold, I put on a coat. 

Partner Prompt: We wear our coat when it’s cold.  Let’s look at our weather category in our communication AAC/BBD.  What’s the weather like today? Do we need a 
coat?



I button my coat all the way up.

Partner Prompt:  It’s cold outside.  Talk about the other clothes the boy is wearing to stay warm.



Some days I wear a hat.

Partner Prompt:  This is a beanie hat.  What types of hats do you like to wear?



I can pick my own clothes.
I like different colors!

Partner Prompt:  Let’s talk about colors! What’s your favorite color to wear? What are you wearing right now?  Find your color category on your communication system.



Some days I get blue pants.

Partner Prompt:  Use your new core word for the next few pages.  “SOME” days….



Some days I get a pink shirt.

Partner Prompt:  Adding a color word to describe an object is one of the easiest ways for students to begin to put words into phrases. Play around with making short 
phrases-color + clothing item, ex “pink shirt,” “blue pants,” “green shirt…”



Some days I get brown pants and a 
green shirt.

Partner prompt:  Let’s use that core word, “some!”



Some days I get silly and 
pick ALL the colors.

Partner Prompt: Look at all of the color words on our communication system.  Pick out all of your favorites. Later you can work on a color poem- “I like blue, I like green, 
I like ____!” 



And some days, I do not go out. I put 
on my pajamas and stay put!
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